**WRENCHES - PLIERS - FEIN MULTIMASTER**

**LIGHTED SCREWDRIVER - 8-IN-1**
Perfect for Computers, Electronics, Industrial and Residential Applications, Hobbies and Crafts. Two Super Bright LED Lights Provide 360° Tip Illumination. Transparent Collar Maximizes Illumination. Unique Design Features Two Drivers in One Handle. This is an 8 in 1 tool perfect for just about any need. (Bit Sizes: #0, #000, 1/8", 5/64"; T5, T8, T6, T10). Convenient Bit Storage in Handle. Removable mini screwdriver. Cordless (3 "LR41" Batteries Included). P/N 12-03354 $12.50

**LIGHTED TWEEZER**
Working inside those dark, confined spaces on the job just got a lot easier! General’s Illuminated Tweezers offer a built-in, bright white light-emitting diode (LED) to directly illuminate your working area. Made from heat-treated steel with a corrosion-resistant black finish, these cutting-edge tweezers are built to withstand tough jobs and working environments. We’ve also included a non-slip cushion grip for added comfort. Available in Serrated Blunt, Serrated Bent and Smooth Pointed Tips. P/N 12-03354 $8.50

**REVERSIBLE RATCHETING TAP WRENCH**
No. 0 to 1/4" Reversible Tap Wrench - Genera’s Reversible Tap Wrenches feature a fine-tooth ratcheting mechanism which adjusts on the fly for right- and left-hand use. In addition, the ratchet can be locked to transform the tool into a standard tap wrench. The self-centering, hardened-steel jaws assure the formation of straight threads in your work piece. Although designed mainly for holding taps, the Reversible Tap Wrench also works great with reamers, drill bits, screw extractors and other hand-turned tools. P/N 12-03352 $20.90

**60 PIECE DRILL BIT SET**

**AIR CHISEL TOOLS**
Aircraft structures are sensitive to tool damage during manufacture, servicing and repair but the numerous plastic and composite materials available in our products are able to deliver the levels of strength and durability required of tools systems whilst conforming to aircraft manufacturer specifications. Strong ribbed backing air chisels that are easily reshaped. Designed to fit standard air chisel tools with a 0.401” diameter shank, this scraper system maintains the damage reduction and non-marring properties of our hand tools but is suited to heavy-duty and higher volume material removal while reducing operator fatigue.

**FLAT SCRAPER CHISEL TOOLS**
Steep angle for air chisel scraping delicate, narrow jobs that require less of a wedging angle. Flat Scraper Chisel Tool - Soft P/N 12-02282 $7.50

**BOX CORNER SCRAPER CHISEL TOOLS**
Ideal shape for air chisel scraping tight into corners, removing material on both sides surface at once. Box Corner Scraper Chisel Tool - Soft P/N 12-02286 $7.45

**LARGE HEAVY DUTY FLAT AIR CHISEL TOOLS**
Wide air chisel scraper for larger areas of removal. Large Heavy Duty Flat Air Chisel Tool- Hard P/N 12-02288 $9.95

**NARROW HEAVY DUTY FLAT AIR CHISEL TOOLS**
Narrow air chisel scraper for tight, confined areas of removal. Narrow Heavy Duty Flat Air Chisel Tool- Hard P/N 12-02289 $8.75

**FEIN MULTIMASTER START PLUS**
The universal system for interior construction and renovation with the basic accessories for the most common applications. Kit includes: 1 FEIN Multimaster FMM 250, 1 backing pad, 20 sanding sheets (5 each of grits 60, 80, 120, 180), 1 Universal E-CUT saw blade (1 3/4 in), 1 HSS segment saw blade, 1 rigid scraper blade, 1 wrench and mouting bolts, and 1 tool case. Weight: 2.6 lbs. P/N 12-02962 $248.00

**SKYBOLT 4PS-5PS COMBO TOOL**
SK-4P3 ClOc® Pliers (PN# SK-4P3) A must to install ClOc® or Camloc® 4000 Series studs into grommets. Also handy to install 2000 Series Studs, including winged studs. Cushioned grip handles. Grip jaws are milled precisely to fit 4000 Series cups perfectly! P/N 08-02724 $72.75

**HOSE PINCH-OFF PLIERS**

**HOSE CLAMP PLIERS**
Specially designed for applying and removing spring hose clamps. The recesses in the jaws grip the ends of the spring so it cannot slip or twist. Grips with either end or side of jaws for reaching into tight places. P/N 12-01154 $18.95
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